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Multiple media sources are instantly integrated at the point of consumption to
provide us with immersive access to tailored, bite-sized content.
How we access and consume information has
undergone rapid change over the past few years.
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well as the introduction of new devices such as
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fundamentally affected how many of us now use and
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expect even greater change as the acceleration of
new technologies increases.
While some of the new platforms and devices that
will have an impact are yet to be invented, many
others are already in development and being planned
for mainstream rollout. As such, there are several
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future of media creation, sharing and consumption.
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existing media organisations, but the effects they will
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recent times, the concept of seamless consumption
has been much hyped as an impending reality but has
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happen are all starting to align: the Wired magazine
app on the iPad, which allows intuitive browsing
between text, video and image manipulation, is a
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also focus on how options for consumption are
changing.
A future in which we can all access a host of alternative
media sources as we switch between many different
devices from multiple sources in a smooth and
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this will be ubiquitous and the norm for many of
us: our PCs, mobiles and TVs will have merged and
become integrated with a host of new devices that
allow us to access a global library of information and
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created or captured will be organised and indexed
automatically and be available to us all. All content,
including that which has just been created, will be
tagged and available to be shared by anyone and
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All content, including that which has
just been created, will be tagged and
available to be shared by anyone
and everyone through fully open data
archives.
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led by public broadcasters but capitalised on by new
text, image and video search engines, the web will
automatically organise the most relevant material for
us. TV feeds, amateur video, relevant text and data
will all be auto-assembled for us and around us with
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and tailored mix of different media that gives each
of us exactly the information we want.

The role of media companies will
shift from one of being creators,
commissioners, editors and schedulers
of their broadcast content to being
curators of everyone’s material.
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be presented with this constantly evolving mix of
content, but augmented video and text will provide
additional information as a layer on device screens
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access and consumption will, it is predicted, be a
richer and deeper, more tailored experience. While
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and-relax passive consumption as opposed to the
more interactive and participative option, how and
what we consume will become more sophisticated
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mood. We will access information not via a remote
control, touch pad or mouse, but by using gestures
very similar to those seen in the movie Minority
Report and already being introduced in a simpler form
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provide you with a fully immersive experience – if
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sized, tagged segments of video, audio and text will
be reassembled for you and by you around topics
of interest.

As all this technology is integrated to allow
the constantly evolving and seamless access to
information of all sorts, the business models of the
organisations which provide the source material will
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of the music industry were reinvented in the past
few years, so over the next few will many parts of
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role of media companies will shift from one of being
creators, commissioners, editors and schedulers
of their broadcast content to being curators of
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access to a recommended repertoire of constantly
evolving content drawn from their own and other
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the co-creation of material – where fans and the
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wider media industry may shift its modus operandi.
At the same time, increasingly demanding viewers
will want guaranteed quality and relevance and
so be prepared to pay for access to personalised
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highs and none of the lows and so the ability of
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programmes with lower quality material will be
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Gaming will increasingly set the
standards.

As the next generation of consumers becomes
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industry, gaming will increasingly set the standards.
The expectations set in the multi-player, highly
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outcomes and cross-referenced materials are the
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MR¾YIRGISJCall of Duty, Grand Theft Auto and Halo
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into parallel worlds online as well as comment in
the real world.
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expectation for many. Adverts will no longer be
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digital platforms, personalised product placement
will occur within, not outside, core media and so
the business models for many media companies
will fragment. Many see that the next decade will
be a time of reinvention for the media industry and
traditional players, mobile operators, new platforms
and globally open sources of material will all compete
and coalesce in new ways. One way or another
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